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HOSTESSES FOR JUNE MEETING:  

I want to thank all of our hostesses!!  We had wonderful food and beautiful 

tables—THANK YOU!  THANK YOU!!  I have been told that in the 

summer (June, July and August) we do not have refreshments.  The 

meetings are more informal and apparently attendance is not as high!  I 

was told in previous years some brought sack lunches and this gave 

everyone a chance to visit and share lunch.  Look forward to seeing you in 

June!  Linda O 

PRESIDENT’S COMMENTS 
OH my gosh, did we have fun?  Yes, indeed we did.  Thank you to every-
one that helped at the sale, Lisa, Larry, Laura, Loyanne, and Charlotte.  
Thank you too to Linda Organ for bringing refreshments, they really 
helped to make the day!!! 

And many thanks to every one that came for the fun and went home with 
treasures.  

We had a fantastic turn out. A little over $1200 raised for future programs 
and lots of conversation among people who love weaving. 

See you at the June meeting, 

Glenna 

MINUTES FROM MAY 

The May 2015 Guild business meeting was called to order by the  
President Glenna R who welcomed all attendees. Sharon L, Cecelia J, 
and Lisa E were thanked for their yummy refresh-ments. Beverly M was 
thanked for her newsletter that we all  
enjoy. It was announced that Janet G will be taking over as  
editor of the Guild’s newsletter. It was announced that a new webmaster 
is needed for the Guild’s Website. 

The Minutes and Treasurer’s Report were approved after a motion by 
Monica M and a second by Lisa E. 
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MINUTES (continued) 
Old Business   
The nominating committee of Roberta H, Janelle E, and Jill M nominated Jerri S as the 
Vice President Elect for 2015-2016.  The nomination carried. 

The Guild was reminded of the sale of items donated by Marilyn Stewart and Betty BeVier 
that was to take place at the Shiloh Museum General Store after the meeting and program. 

Baby blankets for Ronald McDonald and Arkansas by Design towels were collected. 
Additional items for our Midwest Conference display were given to Mary H and Cari K. 

No New Business 

Show and Share 
Janet G, Sharon L, Cecelia J, Marty B, Linda O: Baby Blankets Linda O: Lace Scarves 
Sharon L: Scarf study examples 
Beverly M: Wool Tapestry 
Tammy S. W: Strap and Cordage 
Crow J E: Cottonseed 
Linda L: Tencel/Cotton Tartan 
Ann W: Sample Napkin 
Charlotte M: Napkins 
Larry M: Face Cloths 

Adjourn 
Loyanne C 
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1. Classic Rosepath was the threading for my dishcloths (1,2,3,4,1,4,3,2 repeat).  Madelyn
van der Hoogt once said that Rosepath would be one of her picks for the perfect threading if
she was ever marooned on a desert island – because there are so many ways to vary how it
looks.  Using a cheat sheet that listed 60 different treadling patterns, I picked out my favorites
to make a handful of sturdy, interesting cloths to use as gifts.  They are perfect for dishwashing,
or for replacing paper towels for little spills and swipes.  (Curious about my treadling cheat
sheet?  I will bring some copies of it to the June meeting.  Or check just about any basic weav-
ing book for other Rosepath treadling sequences.)
2. I used rug warp (8/4) cotton for my warp, set at 12 ends per inch, about 11 inches
wide.  This looked pretty loose and floppy on the loom, but after washing and drying with hot
water and air, each dishcloth shrunk up to a nice, firm texture.  Rosepath is usually woven in
colors to display its patterns, but because I was going for interesting textures, the warp was a
natural creamy cotton with border stripes in brown, tan, and green.

Northwest Arkansas  Handweavers Guild 

PROGRAM WITH MARTY 

June Program 
We had so way much fun with our Arkansas by Design towels in May (see more below for that 
story) that we never got around to talking about the Wide World of Weaving!  Which gives me 
even more time to explore all the opportunities out there for us to study and share.  Please 
come to our meeting on June 13 prepared to discover new worlds of weaving possibilities.  We 

will also give a cheer for the Guild’s 60
th
 (give or take) anniversary.  And for those of us who 

tackled the Guild challenge, this is the month to bring our creations and show ‘em off.  (Guild 
challenge you say?  Yep, we were challenged to make a color storyboard and then weave 
something from its inspiration.  Not too late to get started!) 

Arkansas by Design 
Got towels?  Well, they are plied up everywhere at my house – 81 of them, in fact!  Our  
Arkansas by Design study group was a blast – 13 of us wove towels based on or inspired by 
stripe or plaid patterns woven in Arkansas in the late 1800s.  We held up all the different towels 
at our May meeting, and felt as if we had been transported back 100+ years to a different time 
and design esthetic.  The towels are all beautiful, and all look sort of related – like folks who 
have lived in the same neighborhood for a couple of generations.  Each weaver will receive her 
or his exchange towels at the June meeting – treasures! 

Tips and Tricks 
Hopefully, most of you got to see Larry M’s woven dishcloths at the May meeting (see pic-ture 
on Show and Share page).  Simply classy, woven in cream with blue borders, they looked like 
they stepped right off the pages of Vav Magazine.  Believe it or not, I have been weaving 
dishcloths, too.  And have picked up a couple of tips and tricks along the way. 
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3. For weft, I grabbed some cream-colored cottolin just a bit thicker than the rug warp and
started weaving.  After a while, I wanted to try something else, so I used cotton package
string that I had picked up at the hardware store.  It comes on small toilet-paper-like cones
and felt stiff and harsh on the bobbin, but washed up great.  I look forward to seeing if it
lasts longer than the cottolin.
4. Just for fun, I threaded and wove a tubular edge at each selvedge.  This is easy to do,
but takes 4 shafts in addition to the 4 shafts used for the Rosepath part of the dishcloth.  My
complete threading, then, was 5678,5678 for the first selvedge, (12341432 repeated 15
times) for the body of the dishcloth, then 6785,6785 for the other selvedge.  Remember to
sley the 8 warp ends at each edge twice as closely (or 24 ends per inch) as the body of the
dishcloth – after all, it is doubleweave!
5. (By the way, if I had not used a tubular edge, I would have threaded both my selvedges
1,3,2,4 to avoid having to use a floating selvedge.)
6. My tie-up was 1, 2, 3, 4 for the body of the dishcloth and I treadled it in all kinds of com-
binations to get my designs.  Meanwhile, my tie-up for the tubular edges was 5, 567, 7,
578. No matter what I did with shafts 1 through 4, I always treadled 5, 567, 7, 578 to form
little double-weave tubes at the selvedges.
7. So why would you want tubular edges?

a. They provide a really nice, firm edge for something that gets lots of hard
wear – like a dishcloth.
b. They take the place of floating selvedges for weave structures with long
floats, forming a sturdy plain-weave edge.
c. They will amaze you and all your friends!

8. Just remember that these nifty edges may take up the warp at a different rate than the
body of your cloth.  I found out that the plain-weave tubular edges took up a bit more of the
warp than the Rosepath sections of the dishcloths.  After 9 dishcloths, the 8 warp ends at
the selvedges had gotten pretty tight.  To avoid problems, use a double back beam, if you
have one, or hang the selvedge threads off the back of your loom with a small water bottle
tied to them.
Seriously, you gotta try this!  Rosepath is addictive and little tubes are just too much fun!

Northwest Arkansas  Handweavers Guild 

PROGRAM WITH MARTY—TIPS and TRICKS (continued) 
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Design Principles for Weavers 
Program Notes:  Emphasis 
Each good design has a particular area that attracts the attention of the eye and holds it for a 
period of time.  The most important part of the design, visually, is the area of emphasis.  This 
area is also called the center of interest, the focal point, or the point of emphasis. 

Emphasis requires areas of dominance and of subdominance. Areas that attract the eye and 
hold visual attention for a period of time are dominant areas – the areas of emphasis.  In 
general, emphasis in one major area is better than scattered points of equal visual emphasis. 

Each design should have an area where the eye can rest.  These parts of the design are as 
important as the dominant areas, because, without a resting spot, designs can become visu-
ally over stimulating.  Areas where the eye rests are subdominant areas.  Subdominance at 
its simplest can be achieved by making all areas of the design, except one, of minor visual 
importance. 

Subdominant areas should complement or support the dominant areas.  For example, a 
shape of color used in the center of interest may be repeated in the subdominant area, but in 
a lesser quantity.  The subdominant areas should attract less attention than the area of em-
phasis. 

Effective planning for emphasis centers on: 
 What element to emphasize – emphasis may be placed on a line, form, color or texture
 How much to emphasize - in order to balance the design, the area of emphasis should

have appropriate visual weight
 Where to emphasize – in order for the design to have good proportion, the area of em-

phasis should be in scale and placed in an appropriate area or space division.

Emphasis can be obtained in several different ways. For example, an area of emphasis can 
be established by: 

1. Grouping – a group of shapes or lines attract attention
2. Contrast – note that, in general, two contrasting areas should not be used in
equal amounts.  The following design elements may be used to achieve contrast:

a. Color hue
b. Color value
c. Color intensity
d. Color temperature
e. Type of line – straight vs. curved
f. Type of form – straight vs. curved
g. Size of form
h. Kind of texture

3. Law of Areas – small intense areas will dominate larger, dull areas
4. Detail complexity or weave structure – surface complexity will draw the eye from
plainer areas

Northwest Arkansas  Handweavers Guild 

PROGRAM WITH MARTY (continued)
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FIBER SHOPS IN OUR AREA 

CALENDAR OF EVENTS 

May 23 Art in the Park, Eureka Springs 
June 1-10 Art Extravagance at Bella Vista 
June 5-July 10 FiberArts 2015 Exhibit in Tulsa, OK 
June 13 Guild Meeting, Anniversary Celebration and Challenge Exhibit. 

Annual Dues are due 
June 18-20  Midwest Conference 
July11  Guild Meeting, Small Looms 
July 13-24 Summer Seminar, Bella Vista, AR 
August 8 Guild Meeting, Book and Stash Exchange 
September 18-20 
  & 26-27 Drafting class at Marty Benson’s studio 
October 7-9 Joanne Hall Workshop at Red Scottie Fibers, Fleece & Flax, 

Eureka Springs, AR 

FLEECE AND FLAX, 51 SPRING STREET, EUREKA SPRINGS, AR 
Red Scottie Fibers has partnered with Hardcastle Folk Art and Delightfully Sew and Quilt to 
provide you with a one-stop fiber shop for all your sewing, quilting, knitting, crochet, weaving, 
rug-hooking, spinning and felting needs in the center of beautiful downtown Eureka Springs!  
We are located at 51 Spring Street, in the historic shop that housed Fleece ‘N Flax, a needle-
point and cross stitch shop for over 40 years.  We continue to carry cross stitch and needle-
point supplies, and have added additional fiber resources for you.  Our weaving supplies in-
clude a large selection of Borgs and Bockens yarns in Egyptian cotton, cottolin, wool and 
linen, silk suitable for dyeing and Harrisville roving for spinning in all colors.  We carry Glima-
kra, Schact, Oxaback and Louet looms and accessories.  Shuttles, temples, reed hooks, refer-
ence books, bobbins, quills and winders are always in stock, and we are happy to mail orders 
if you can’t get to the shop.  We have a large, bright weaving studio with looms for individual or 
group instruction. 

We are open Tuesday-Saturday from 10 to 4 each day.  Check out our many class offerings 
on Facebook at Shoppes at Fleece ‘N Flax, call us at 479-253-0711, or e-mail  
redscottie@cox.net to schedule a class or retreat for your group! 

May 9th was the official deadline to register but space may still be available. 
Contact Laura at 479-925-1102 or wannaweavemore@cox.net 

SUMMER SEMINAR 2015 
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ROBERTA HAMILTON 417-435-2674 OR ROBOHAMCPA@YAHOO.COM 
Roberta offers LAMB up until June 1, 2015.  Please see her flyer on the last page of the 
newsletter (page 11) 
4/1/15 

LOOKING TO SELL OR BUY (ADS WILL RUN FOR 3 MONTHS AND ARE LIMITED TO 5

LINES .  To renew after 3 months, e-mail your listing to the guild e-mail address:  

nwahandweaversguild@gmail.com 

Northwest Arkansas  Handweavers Guild 

Schacht standard 45” 8 shaft, 10 treadle lovely cherry wood loom for sale.  In pristine condi-
tion from nonsmoking home.  High castle/tool tray on top.  Cherry bench included, 2 reeds, 
1000 inserted eye heddles & 2 temples (1 metal, 1 wood). Price $2900 (retail $6250) located 
45 min. S of Hot Springs, AR. Lynette at 870-997-1368 or 559-797-0232 meglass@gmail.com 
2/21/15 

Macomber 16 harness loom, 56” with 20 treadles. 1900-2000 heddles, 2 boat shuttles, 3 rag 
shuttles, metal temple, 2 aprons, stainless steel reeds 5,6,8,10,12,15, lighter harness frames, 
2nd lamm depressor for 20 harnesses, BA super hooks, friction brake & ratchet pawl, numer-
ous weaving books, excellent condition. Cash $4995  Susan Stewart 479-855-1300 Bella 
Vista, AR 
2/21/15 

AVL 40” folding modular loom, 8 shaft/10 treadles with side tie-up and underslung beater in 
very good condition.  Rear cloth storage system including long cloth apron and sand paper 
cloth beam, single box flyshuttle beater and shuttle.  Plain warp beam/apron and 1/2 yd sec-
tional beam/2” sections. AVL tension box with cross maker, 2 reeds & mounting track. AVL 
slanting bench, manual, 9 dent reed. Transport possible. Jill 479-846-0785 hpjill@pgtc.com
3/30/15 

FIBER STUDIO, Bixby, OK 
Australian tapestry yarn in over 60 colors of wool and 30 coordinating colors of silk.  Mirrix tap-
estry and beading looms also available.  Janette Meetze blog 
www.jmeetzestudiocommonthreads.blogspot.com 

WEAVERY AT INDIAN MERIDIAN, Guthrie, OK 
www.indianmeridian.com/wim/welcome.html 

HAR-BER VILLAGE MUSEUM, Grove, OK 
Amelia Chamberlain 918-786-3488(w) or 918-801-6994 © They charge 10% for consignment 
pieces 

FIBER SHOPS IN OUR AREA (continued) 
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LOOKING TO SELL OR BUY (continued) 

WANTED:  used sectional warping beam for Schacht Standard 8 harness and a used tension 
box.   
Contact crowjohn@ipa.net 
4/23/15 

Al’s spinning items, Ashford Elizabeth spinning wheel like new $450.  Jumbo dbl drive flyer 
unit $50. Various bobbins, book and SpinOff magazines.  Skein winder $55. Niddy Noddy $5.  
2 triangle looms & video by Carol Leigh $20.  Mariann at 479-855-4289 for additional informa-
tion 
4/23/15 

CARD WEAVING LOOM, 21 1/4” X 10 1/2”  $16 
Includes 49-4 hole cards 
Card weaving book (NEW) CANDACE CROCKETT $16 
CALL FLO SCHUMACHER 479-445-5001 
1/21/15 

A sample of the “Arkansas by 
Design” study group towels 

Ann Weymouth—samplings 
of her napkin for guild  
exhibit:  “Napkins with a 
Checkered Passed” 
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SHOW AND SHARE 
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Cecelia J 

Linda O 

Janet G 

Sharon L 

Sharon L 

Marty B 
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Linda O 

Larry M Linda L 

Charlotte M 
Beverly M 

Tammy S. W 

SHOW AND SHARE (continued) 
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Lamb sales must be made in advance on or before June 1, 2015. 
Lamb will be sold as ½ or as a whole animal. Cost of ½ is $150 and cost of a whole is $300. A 
whole animal processes to about 70 pounds of meat. A 50% deposit is required by June 1, 2015. 
The balance is due December 1, 2015. 
PLEASE fill out the order form attached. 
No animals will be raised that have not been paid for. Lambs will be grass fed. Lamb will be ready 
to process early in January 2016. 
I will contact Cloud’s Meat for butcher dates. You will be notified of the butcher/processing date. 
Your name will be on your animal with Cloud’s. At the time of processing, you are responsible to call 
Cloud’s with your cutting instructions. Ask for Mike to help with instructions. You will be responsible 
for the butcher fee when you pick up the meat. Processing costs are $70 per whole animal. I 
recommend using Cloud’s Meat, 417-358-5855, Carthage, MO. 

P.S. I hope that all have enjoyed the lamb you have bought from the Hamilton Roost. I must manage 
pastures this year which means less sheep and more rest-time for the grass. I have 13 lambs for 
sale now. I will choose and raise the best lambs of the bunch if you make your deposit by June 1, 
2015. If no deposit, then I must sell the lambs at market June 2, 2015. 
PLEASE CALL, Roberta Hamilton, 417-435-2674. Or email <robohamcpa@yahoo.com> 

Date:________________ 
LAMB ORDER FORM 
Name: ____________________________________________________________ 
Your mailing address: _______________________________________________ 
Your phone number, email address and best time to contact you: 
________________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________ 
Quantity : _____________________________1/2 or 1 whole 
Cash or check enclosed _____________________________, Due June 1, 2015. 

Balance due December 1, 2015. 
Thank you for your order. 
Please mail your check to: 
Roberta Hamilton, 1312 Mail Hollow Road, Rocky Comfort, MO 64861, 417-435-2674 
4/1/15 

LOOKING TO SELL OR BUY (Continued)




